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Abstract
The androgen receptor (AR) is a transcription factor that is dependent upon ligand activation and is a member of the nuclear receptor 
superfamily. AR has been found to have a role in cancers of the prostate, breast, ovarian, nasal cavity, and lung. It has been seen 
that AR plays a significant role in both the early and later stages of prostate cancer as AR is expressed in almost every primary 
prostate cancer. An evolving prognostic and therapeutic role of AR also exists in breast cancer as increased expression of AR has 
been linked to improved survival. In the case of OSCC, the role of hormonal therapy as a prognostic marker remains to be explored. 
Some reports have failed to identify the expression of AR in oral cavity cancers or any significant associations, while others have 
predicted AR-expressing tumours to have a worse prognosis. This review narrates the current research on AR and how it can be 
applied in future research.
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 INTRODUCTION
Androgen receptor (AR) is a member of the steroid 
nuclear receptor-ligand binding superfamily. It is a 
ligand-dependent nuclear transcription factor and is 
ubiquitously expressed throughout the entire body. AR is 
located at the sex chromosome Xq12 divided into 8 exons 
and over 90 kilobases long [1]. The main physiological 
role of androgen hormones and their respected target 
receptors is for the development of male secondary 
sexual characteristics and the male reproductive system. 
AR is expressed in a variety of tissues and performs 
multiple biological activities in bone, muscle, prostate, 
adipose tissue and the reproductive, cardiovascular, 
immune, neural and hematopoietic systems [2].

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
A. A. Berthold was the scientist who first discovered 
the concept of androgen hormones and that they have 
a structure similar to that of other steroid hormones. In 
a classic experiment, he removed the testes of male 
chickens (castration) and observed a decrease in the 
development of secondary sexual characteristics [3]. 
Following that, Liao, Leininger (1965) [4] discovered 
that in prostate nuclei, the activity of RNA synthesis 
rapidly increases due to AR. Liao and Fang (1970) [5] 
showed for the first time the proteins to which androgen 
hormones and their types bind in order to carry out 
their function and named them as androgen receptors. 
Androgen hormones and receptors play a vital role 
in different stages of male sexual development and 
maintain their entire phenotype and genotype as well. 

Androgen receptors are phosphoprotein in nature 
and after phosphorylation of the receptors, they allow 
attachment of the ligand-binding hormones and initiate 
transcription binding activity of the target genes [6].

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF AR
The human AR is an intracellular receptor ligand-binding 
protein. After molecular cloning, the primary structure 
of AR was revealed. The cDNA, made up of 2721 
nucleotides, encodes a protein containing 917 amino 
acid residues and having a molecular mass of 98,845D. 
The coding region of AR is divided into 8 exons, and 
it has a similar organization to other steroid hormones 
such as estrogen receptors and progesterone receptors. 
The overall length of the gene is more than 90 kilobases 
[7]. The sequence which encodes the N-terminal region 
is located at one large exon. Two different small exons 
encode separately the two DNA-binding fingers. Five 
different exons contain information about the hormone-
binding domain. The location of introns is similar to 
those reported for the chicken progesterone receptor 
and human epidermal growth factor-2 genes [8].

The structure of AR is elucidated in Fig. (1). Androgen 
nuclear receptors contain two structural subunits; 
a C-terminal ligand-binding domain (LBD) which is 
moderately conserved, and a DNA- binding domain 
(DBD), which is a much-conserved region. Following 
are the functions of both the ligand domains: The 
ligand-binding protein (LBD) performs multiple tasks: 
firstly, as the name suggests it has an interior specific 
binding pocket for the target hormones or ligand. With 
this pocket, they regulate the hormones and ligands. 
Secondly, the LBD has a ligand, known as transcriptional 
Activation Function (AF2). AF2 can examine the 
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proteins, such as all the co-activators of the steroid 
hormones, so the co-activators can easily interact 
with the chromatin–remodelling protein and start the 
transcriptional mechanism. The fourth and last function 
of LBD is that it has a special potential of self-building 
such as dimerization (combining to 2 similar molecules) 
and tetramerization (combining of 4 similar molecules), 
which is important for increasing the strength of attraction 
and binding affinity of the ligand and the receptor on DNA 
elements which will, in turn, regulate transcription [9].

The second domain, DNA binding domain (DBD) 
consists of two non-equal zinc finger structures. These 
zinc atoms are attached with four cysteine residues and 
are essential for the folding and DNA binding stability and 
activities. Fig. (2) from the Protein Data Bank visualizes 

the molecular structure of AR and the attachment of a 
ligand with an intrinsic region of AR. It is also important 
for the structural stability and functions of the domain. 
With very short sequences of amino acid, the LBD and 
DBD are connected, and that sequence is known as the 
hinge region. The property and function of the hinge 
region are still not well understood, however, it may take 
part in phosphorylation, which is necessary for the up-
regulation of general transcriptional processes [9, 12].

Moreover, other sequences of amino acids are 
also present between the N-terminal and the DNA-
binding domain. These sequences are known as the 
transcription activation function-1 (AF1). As compared 
to the moderately conserved domain, AF2, it appears to 
be a weakly conserved region in all the nuclear receptor 
superfamily. Its function and properties are also not well 
understood yet, but functionally it combines to work 
with AF2 to produce a greater effect. AF1 also acts as a 
ligand-independent transcriptional activator [12].

BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE OF AR
Androgen hormones act on their specific androgen 
receptors which lead to gene expression. Just like other 
nuclear receptors, AR also regulates the transcription 
of specific genes by connecting with hormones control 
elements. These elements are present on the gene 
at the 5’ region, but in some conditions, especially in 
introns, they are present at the 3’ region. Most of the 
regulated genes contain Androgen Response Elements 
(AREs), which are located at the DNA-binding domain 
[13].

Androgen hormone binding with AR prompts the 
conformational changes within the ligand-binding 
domain, and along with that more phosphorylation 
occurs in the receptor. Afterward, the ligand AR 
connects with targets the androgen response elements 
at the regulatory domain of androgen-specific genes 
and then regulation of gene expression occurs [6]. 
Some co-activators are specific for receptors, and it may 
be essential for the expression of genes and some of 
them are used to stop the molecular expression of the 
receptor towards the specific co-activators. Along with 
the transcriptional activity of other nuclear receptors, 
AR activity may be induced by some of the specific co-
activators, such as F-SRC-1, CBP/ p300, TIF2/GRIP1, 
RAP6/BAG-1, ARA70 and RIP-14s0. Some of the co-
activators are interconnected with AR directly or they 
may be connected with other co-activators and then 
bind with AR [13]. Fig. (3) illustrates the AR signalling 
pathway inside a cell.

AR has two ligands, testosterones, and their 
stronger version 5-dihydrotestosterone. The latter, 
5-dihydrotestosterone, is a metabolite of testosterone 
and is thought to be 3 to 6 times more powerful than 
testosterone because it has a strong binding affinity to the 
receptor [15]. Both the hormones activate the target gene 
expression and transcribe it by the process of binding 

Fig. (1): Structure of androgen receptor [Sourced from Fujita and 
Nonomura (2019) [10]].

Fig. (2): Human Androgen Receptor ligand binding in complex with 
the ligand Metribolone (shown in blue) (R1881). RCSB PDB ID: 1E3G 
Using the Mol* viewer [11].
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with AR. There are different types of co-regulators and 
co-regulator composites that help and control the ligand-
dependent transcriptional process. The composites are 
classified into three characteristics according to their 
performance: first, the multiplex system of co-activators 
which has a physical connection with the transcription 
factors and polymerase II. This interaction controls and 
regulates the transcription. Second, the co-activator 
multiplex system has a modified histone tail covalently 
bonded. Third, is the process of ATP-dependent dynamic 
remodeling structure of chromatin proteins [16].

Multiple effects of androgen hormones are generated 
by binding of AR with cis-acting androgen response 
elements in the affected target gene. With time, it became 
clear that in many genes which do not have androgen 
response elements androgen may involve indirectly in 
gene expression. Different forms of indirect effects may 
take place, including, a modification that occurs in the 
expression of secondary transcriptional factors. Growth 
factors production may act as autocrine and paracrine 
responses [16]. Fig. (4) summarizes the mechanisms of 
ligand-dependent AR functions.

Testosterone and dihydrotestosterone (DHT) are the two 
main types of androgen hormones. Androgen hormones 
are made in two organs of the human body: the testis and 
adrenal glands. The Leydig cells of the testis synthesize 
testosterone and the adrenal glands synthesize 

androstenedione and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA). 
The majority of testosterone binds to sex hormone-
binding globulin in the serum and the leftover 1%-2% 
remains as free testosterone [10].

Testosterone further modifies into its active form such 
as DHT, by 5α-reductase enzyme, and then to estradiol 
with the help of aromatase and then utilized in biological 
activities. Testosterone and dihydrotestosterone play 
their part with the help of androgen receptors which are 
ligand-dependent nuclear transcription factors. ARs are 
present on the X-chromosome, and they are expressed 
in a variety of tissues and perform multiple biological 
activities in bone, muscle, prostate, adipose tissue, 
and the reproductive, cardiovascular, immune, neural 
and hematopoietic systems. DHT has more biological 
activities as compared with testosterone [2].

If androgen hormone deficiency occurs in males, 
it leads to many severe consequences, such as a 
decrease or ultimate cease of testosterone levels. 
Androgen deficiency is generally classified into classical 
hypogonadism (organic androgen deficiency) and age-
associated decrease in testosterone. Testosterone 
usually decreases with age and that is one of the 
reasons older men suffer from multiple syndromes 
such as diabetes, prostate cancer, heart disease, mood 
changes and many other diseases. It is suggested for 
older men to control their comorbidities such as the use 
of antiglycaemic agents to control diabetes and these 
acts can have multiple health benefits including a return 
of testosterone to normal levels [2].

AR also plays a significant role in the development 
of several parts of the central nervous system. It also 
contributes in the formation and function of the circuit 
of CNS in a hypercritical condition, and protects the 
brain from noxious agents, maintains the regulation and 
development of function in adulthood. It also helps in the 
development and maintenance of reproductive and non-
reproductive behaviour such as sexuality, aggression 
and different emotions and along with estrogen, it deals 
with gender-related differences [16].

ROLE OF AR IN CANCER
AR has been found to have a role in cancers of the 
prostate, breast, ovarian, nasal cavity, and lung. 
Table 1 lists studies in various cancers regarding 
the expression of AR. Mostly, AR is linked to prostate 
cancer, ever since the discovery that prostate cancer 
responded to androgen withdrawal. Prostate cancer is 
the most common cancer of solid organs in males and 
contributes to a heavy burden of cancer-related deaths 
each year [2]. The prostate cancer incidence rate has 
been seen as very high in the United States and other 
western countries [17]. It has been seen that AR plays 
a significant role in both the pre- and later stages of 
prostate cancer development. AR expression is present 
in almost every primary prostate cancer. In vivo and in 
vitro studies on humans and animals suggested that 

Fig. (3): Schematic of AR signaling pathways. Abbreviations used 
in full: PI3K: phosphoinositide 3-kinase, GPCRs: G protein-coupled 
receptors, SHBGR: sex hormone-binding globulin receptor, cAMP: 
cyclic adenosine monophosphate, PKC: protein kinase C. Modified 
from Pietri, Conteduca (2016) [14].

Fig. (4): Mechanisms of ligand-dependent androgen receptor (AR) 
action: (1) DNA binding-dependent (DBD) and (2) non-DNA binding 
(DBD)-dependent. (AP-1 – activator protein 1) (Rana et al., 2014).
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increased expression of AR in patients can lead to 
the development of prostate cancer [18-20]. Another 
study also revealed that there was an association 
between prostate cancer recurrence and depletion of 
androgen receptors [21, 22]. Androgen deprivation 
therapy is usually able to suppress the majority of 
prostate cancers, although some are seen to progress 
to castration-resistant prostate cancer, which has the 
ability to continue growing under reduced androgen 
levels. In castration-resistant prostate cancers, the AR 
gene is dysregulated in about 63% of tumours using a 
variety of mechanisms. The development of castration-
resistant prostate cancer arises due to point mutations 
in the AR gene (15%-30% of cases), amplification of the 
AR gene (30% - 50% of cases), changes in the androgen 
biosynthesis processes, changes in the AR cofactor and 
androgen receptor variants [10].

An evolving prognostic and therapeutic role of AR 
exists in breast cancer. About 60% to 80% of all breast 
cancers express AR and among these, there is a higher 
prevalence for tumours that also express estrogen 

receptors. Increased expression of AR has been linked 
to improved survival in breast cancer patients that 
express both androgen and estrogen receptors [23]. 
Furthermore, breast cancers are defined based on 
molecular profiling as well and the expression of AR 
differs among the molecular subtypes. One of these 
subsets of breast cancers, known as basal-like cancers 
is known to have about one-third AR positivity and may 
benefit from androgen-receptor targeted therapy [24].

Although circulating androgens are found in both pre- 
and post-menopausal women, an increased risk for 
the development of breast cancer was detected in pre-
menopausal women who had high levels of circulating 
testosterone [25]. Moreover, in post-menopausal 
women, a higher than baseline testosterone level in the 
serum was found to be an independent prognostic factor 
for distant metastases and local relapse [26]. But not 
all studies have agreed that increased serum levels of 
androgens increase the risk for breast cancer. A study 
by Adly and colleagues has argued that higher levels of 
estrogen and not androgen leads to an increased risk of 

Table 1: Role of androgen receptor in various cancers.

S. No Author (Year) Samples Technique Findings
1 Hwang, Mills 

(1998) [30]
24 nasopharyngeal 
angiofibromas

ICC Expression of AR was found in 18 (75%) out of 24 cases. Positive 
staining was seen in stromal and endothelial nuclei. This was the 
first evidence of the role of AR in angiofibromas.

2 Montag, 
Tretiakova (2006) 

[31]

13 nasopharyngeal 
angiofibromas

IHC Out of 13, only 5 cases (39%) were positive of AR. Staining was 
observed weakly in stromal cells only, with negatively stained 
endothelial and pericytic cells.

3 Lee, Rosen (2005) 
[32]

TMA of 322 primary ovarian 
carcinomas

IHC AR expression was found in 43.7% of all ovarious carcinomas and 
was highest in serous carcinomas (47.5%). AR expression was not 
linked to better survival of patients. 

4 Chodak, Kranc 
(1992) [19]

106 sections from 57 patients; 3 
normal prostate epithelium, 23 
benign prostatic hyperplasia and 
31 untreated prostate cancer

IHC AR expression was found mainly in epithelial prostatic cells. 
AR expression was significantly higher in well-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma as compared to moderate and poorly 
differentiated.

5 De Winter, 
Trapman (1990) 

[33]

26 primary prostatic carcinomas IHC AR homogenous expression was found in 18 (70%) and 
heterogeneous expression was found in 7 (27%). The numbers of 
stained cells were decreased in more aggressive tumours (Grade 
III).

6 Qiu, Leuschner 
(2008) [34]

232 prostatic adenocarcinoma 
without neoadjuvant hormonal 
therapy or chemotherapy

IHC Mean percentage of AR+ cells in cancer tissue was about 90% 
compared to normal prostate tissue which was 85%. AR expression 
was not correlated with any clinical parameters.

7 Ogawa, Hai (2008) 
[35]

227 primary breast cancers IHC Positivity rate for AR expression was 62.6% and it was significantly 
higher in small tumours, tumours that were negative for lymph 
node metastasis, histologically low-grade tumours and invasive 
ductal carcinomas.

8 Park, Koo (2010) 
[36]

413 primary breast cancers IHC AR expression was seen in 72.9% of breast cancers and was 
significantly associated with smaller tumours and those of a lower 
histologic type.

9 Meijnen, Peterse 
(2008) [37]

238 ductal carcinoma in situ IHC AR expression was found in 60/163 (37%) of cases and was 
significantly associated with histological differentiation.

10 Leitao, Soslow 
(2004) [38]

25 patients of leiomyosarcomas, 
19 benign uterine leiomyomatas

IHC AR expression in benign uterine leiomyomata and leiomyosarcoma 
was 32% and 40% respectively. AR was found to be related to 
a lower risk of recurrence but was not associated with overall 
survival.

11 Kaiser, Hofmann 
(1996) [39]

52 primary lung cancer, and 29 
lung cancer cell lines

IHC, PCR AR positivity was detected in 9 cases (17%) of lung cancer and 
12/17 (71%) cases in cell lines.

ICC: Immunocytochemistry
IHC: Immunohistochemistry
TMA: Tissue microarray

PCR: Polymerase chain reaction
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Table 2: Role of androgen receptor in oral cancer.

S. No Author & Year Samples Technique Findings
1 Ojanotko-Harri, 

Forssell (1992) 
[40]

11 normal oral mucosal tissues IHC AR was detected in all 11 oral mucosal biopsies (100%).

2 Nasser, Faquin 
(2003) [41]

78 salivary gland tumours IHC AR expression was present in 14/14 carcinoma ex pleomorphic 
adenomas, 6/6 salivary duct carcinomas, and 2/2 basal cell 
adenocarcinomas but in only 2/10 acinic cell carcinomas, 
mucoepidermoid carcinomas, and adenoid cystic carcinomas 
each = total expression 54%. AR expression was 0% in benign 
tumours. 

3 Mohamed, Aro 
(2018) [43]

199 oropharyngeal squamous 
cell carcinomas

IHC In this study, immune positivity of AR was seen in 16% (31/199), 
out of which 39% (12/31) were mild and 61% (19/31) had strong 
expression. AR expression was observed to be at the invasive 
front of tumour.

4 Choi, Song (2019) 
[44]

189 squamous cell carcinomas 
of the tongue

IHC Out of 189, only 2 specimens showed AR-positive expression.

5 Nehse and Tunn 
(1994) [47]

18 normal oral mucosa & 
squamous cell carcinomas.

radioligand 
assay

AR was undetectable in 5 tumours specimen. As compared to 
normal mucosa, AR levels were higher in 3 tumours and lower/
undetected in 15 tumours.

6 Ito, Ito (2009) [48] 41 salivary gland tumours IHC Out of 41 cases, AR was expressed in 2 cases of pleomorphic 
adenoma, negative for all Warthin’s tumours, 2/30 positive for 
mucoepidermoid carcinoma and 2/30 positive for adenoid cystic 
carcinomas.

7 Aquino, Collina 
(2018) [49]

69 benign and malignant salivary 
gland tumours

IHC This study demonstrated that nuclear expression of AR was 
present in 15 out of 61 (24%) cases of malignant and benign 
salivary gland lesions. 

8 Moriki, Ueta 
(2001) [50]

4 SDC, 51 benign and other 
malignant salivary gland 
tumours.

IHC 100% of patients with SDC were positive for AR while other 
salivary gland tumours were negative for AR, except for 2 cases of 
carcinoma in pleomorphic adenoma.

9 Fan, Wang (2000) 
[51]

13 salivary duct carcinomas IHC, PAP In males, 100% cells of all samples were positive for AR expression, 
while in females 2/5 were 100% positive and another had 40% 
positive cells, remaining 1 case was negative.

10 Fan, Melhem 
(2001) [52]

12 salivary duct carcinomas IHC 11/12 samples had a positive expression of AR (92%). AR may 
act via the epidermal growth factor receptor pathway to promote 
tumorigenesis in SDC.

11 Masubuchi, Tada 
(2015) [42]

32 salivary duct carcinomas IHC AR was expressed in 23 (71.9 %) of all cases. This was significantly 
associated with disease-free survival, but not overall survival, on 
the univariate analysis but AR did not hold true as an independent 
marker on the multivariate analysis. Patients with AR negative 
tumours had a worse prognosis than AR-positive patients.

12 Marocchio, 
Giudice (2013) 

[45]

60 OSCC, 2 OSCC cell lines IHC, WB and 
IF

The immunopositive expression of AR was 26.6% (16) and was 
significantly linked to gender as 75% of all AR-positive patients 
were male.

13 Wu, Luo (2015) 
[46]

11 benign, 22 premalignant, and 
21 malignant lesions of the oral 
cavity, 4 OSCC cell lines

Cell culture, 
WB, TMA-IHC, 

RT- PCR.

Low AR expression detected from IHC was 27% (3/11) in benign, 
59% (13/22) in premalignant and 29% (6/21) in malignant 
lesions. High AR expression was detected in 0 benign, 9% (2/22) 
premalignant and 38% (8/21) malignant lesions. The difference of 
expression among tissue types was also statistically significant. 
Stimulation of AR caused an increase in tumorigenesis and cell 
growth while knockdown of AR resulted in an increase in apoptosis 
and a decrease in cell proliferation. 

14 Sygut, Bien (2008) 
[53]

37 salivary gland tumours IHC AR showed nuclear positivity in 3/4 salivary duct carcinomas, 2/7 
adenocarcinomas and 1/2 carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma. 
All AR-positive cases were male. No AR expression was seen 
in adenoid cystic carcinomas, acinic cell carcinomas and 
mucoepidermoid carcinomas.

15 Nakajima, 
Kishimoto (2009) 

[54]

10 Carcinoma ex pleomorphic 
adenoma and 23 pleomorphic 
adenomas

 FISH, PCR-
RFLP

Expression of AR was found in 9 out of 10 carcinoma ex 
pleomorphic adenoma samples and in 30.4% of pleomorphic 
adenoma samples. No amplification was detected in any samples.

IHC: Immunohistochemistry
IF: Immunofluorescence
WB: Western Blotting
TMA: Tissue microarray
RT-PCR: Reverse-Transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
SDC: Salivary duct carcinoma 
FISH: Fluorescent In situ hybridization
PCR-RFLP: Polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism
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breast cancer [27]. This variability in results could be due 
to the different analytical techniques used to measure 
the levels of androgens and in the interpretation of data. 
Given the existing information, it cannot be concluded 
without doubt that androgens are a risk factor for breast 
cancer by themselves, but it can be affirmed that they do 
play a role in estrogen-positive breast cancer, if not all 
breast cancers [28, 29].

Furthermore, there is evidence of the role of AR in 
nasopharyngeal angiofibroma as well. Nasopharyngeal 
angiofibroma is a very rare benign tumour, prevalent 
among adolescent boys and a large percentage of these 
tumours (75%) have shown overexpression of AR [30] 
though another study has found a much lower positivity 
percentage, at 39% [31].

Regarding ovarian carcinomas and their subtypes, it 
was concluded by Lee et al. [32] that although increased 
expression of AR was found in 43.7% of all 322 primary 
ovarian carcinomas, this expression was not linked to 
better chances of survival.

ROLE OF AR IN ORAL CANCER
Steroid hormones make a liable factor in various 
malignant neoplasms as many biological responses are 
governed by these hormones. The receptors of these 
hormones belong to the ligand-binding nuclear receptor 
superfamily, and they play a vital role in the development 
and progression of tumours. Many researchers studying 
oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) and salivary 
gland tumours have come up with the conclusion that 
the expression of androgen receptor, belonging to the 
ligand-dependent nuclear hormone family, may have a 
part in the development of OSCC and other tumours of 
the oral cavity (Table 2).

In a 1992 study based on oral mucosal biopsies from 
healthy individuals, AR was found to be expressed in 
all specimens [40]. AR was also expressed in 54% of 
malignant salivary gland tumours and 0% of benign 
salivary gland tumours, indicating that there may be a 
role for AR in the pathogenesis [41]. AR was also found 
to be significantly associated with disease-free survival 
on the univariate analysis by Masubuchi, Tada (2015) 
[42], but was not independently significant as proved 
on the multivariate analysis. Although AR expression 
was not associated with overall survival of 2 years, the 
authors did note that patients with AR negative tumours 
had a worse disease-free survival rate than those who 
had AR-positive tumours (p = 0.011).

Similarly for other cancers, Mohamed and colleagues 
tested 199 oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinomas for 
the presence of AR. It was found that AR was expressed 
in 16% (31/199) of tumours and 61% (19/31) of these 
AR-positive tumours has strong AR expression [43]. 
Additionally, it was revealed that AR was co-expressed 
with p16 but not with HPV: tumours that were p16 
positive and HPV negative expressed AR, but tumours 

that were p16 negative and HPV positive did not express 
AR. AR expression was also stronger in patients with 
current or past smoking habits [43].

Contrarily, some reports have failed to identify the 
expression of AR in oral cavity cancers or any significant 
associations. Choi et al. [44] studied 189 squamous 
cell carcinomas of the tongue and found AR-positive 
expression in only 2 specimens, concluding that 
hormonal receptors might not be playing a major role in 
oral cavity cancer. In another study by Marocchio and 
associates [45] on OSCC, it was found that significantly 
higher percentages of males had AR-positive OSCC as 
compared to females (p = 0.023).

Furthermore, Wu et al. [46] examined 4 OSCC cell 
lines and premalignant, malignant and benign lesions 
of the oral cavity and concluded that functional AR 
was present in OSCC and that its function was critical 
for promoting cell growth and tumorigenesis. This was 
confirmed when both mRNA and protein levels of AR 
were detected in all OSCC cell lines and a majority 
of clinical specimens. The expression of AR was also 
significantly higher in malignant samples as compared 
to benign or premalignant samples and this was 
statistically important (p = 0.0073). Stimulation of the AR 
by dihydrotestosterone caused increased cell growth 
by increased expression of Cyclin D1. Additionally, 
knockdown of AR expression in OSCC cell lines caused a 
reduction in proliferation and increase in apoptosis while 
tumorigenesis was inhibited. Surprisingly, cytoplasmic 
expression was noted in almost all premalignant and 
malignant cases [46].

ROLE OF AR IN CANCER TREATMENT
AR is being evaluated and used as a target for treatment 
in cancers of the breast and prostate. Bicalutamide and 
flutamide are anti-androgens that bind to the ligand-
binding domain of AR and thus prevent the binding of 
other androgens to the domain. Other antiandrogens 
include nilutamide and steroidal cyproterone acetate, 
although bicalutamide is the most extensively studied 
[55]. In patients that have castration-resistant prostate 
cancer, a second-generation nonsteroidal antiandrogen 
called enzalutamide is used which has a greater 
binding affinity for the ligand-binding domain. A recent 
trial has confirmed that the survival of such patients is 
prolonged by about 4.8 months by using enzalutamide 
[56]. Other androgen-targeted agents are also being 
tested in clinical trials to reduce the expression of AR, 
for example, galeterone which causes a decrease in 
AR expression by degrading two variants of AR [10]. 
However, the addition of an antiandrogen to castration 
therapy produces only marginally better results as 
compared to castration alone [57].

Although not fully believed to be involved in the 
development of breast cancer AR is undeniably 
involved in breast cancer progression. AR is seen 
to induce growth in tumours that are negative for 
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estrogen receptors and also inhibits the proliferation 
of cells in tumours that are estrogen receptor-positive. 
In the subset of breast cancers in which AR activation 
prohibits tumour growth, synthetic and natural steroidal 
androgens have been used to act as ligands and 
activate AR. But steroidal androgens have side effects 
and AR modulators, for example, Enobosarm is now in 
clinical trials giving favorable results and much less of 
side effects. For breast cancer that is tamoxifen resistant 
or in triple-negative breast cancers, AR antagonists are 
the most used therapies, for example, bicalutamide and 
enzalutamide, which are first and second-generation 
respectively [28].

In the case of OSCC, the positive expression of AR 
detected by immunohistochemistry has been reported, 
but a role for hormonal therapy remains to be explored 
[45]. It was found by Dos Santos, Sibov (2004) [58] 
in a study focusing on males with OSCC, that certain 
polymorphisms of the first eon of the AR gene could 
be linked to an increased risk of OSCC. Furthermore, 
Wu, Luo (2015) [46] using OSCC cell lines, showed 
that AR promoted tumorigenesis and cell growth 
when stimulated by dihydrotestosterone, and if AR 
was reduced it caused an increase in apoptosis and a 
decrease in cell proliferation. The benefits of androgen 
deprivation therapy have been demonstrated in a patient 
with AR-positive relapse salivary gland carcinoma in 
which complete remission was achieved. This further 
underscores the potential of anti-AR therapy in cancers 
other than prostate and breast [59].

CONCLUSION
AR has a vital role in the normal functioning of the 
human body, as well as in the development of cancer 
by encouraging cell invasion and migration. Several 
highly prevalent cancers such as breast cancer, are 
being studied to identify and target AR and improve 
outcomes. Although immunohistochemistry is the 
most cost-effective and easily available technique of 
determining AR expression in tumours, the optimal cut-
off points for AR positivity have not yet been defined 
and this remains an area of concern as studies continue 
to produce discordant results using various arbitrary 
criteria. Increased expression of AR, as detected by 
immunohistochemistry, has been considered a good 
prognostic marker for squamous cell carcinomas of 
the head and neck. However, adverse have also been 
observed for cancers of the salivary gland and oral 
cavity squamous cell carcinomas. Moreover, androgen-
deprivation therapy involves reducing the level of 
androgens in the body through targeted hormonal 
therapies and has been seen to improve outcomes for 
symptomatic metastatic prostate cancer patients. In 
addition to protein expression, AR gene expression and 
phosphorylation status may be used complimentarily to 
select patients for targeted therapy. It is hereby cautiously 
recommended that oral and other cancer patients who 
express increased levels of AR may be good candidates 

for androgen-deprivation therapy, and this should be 
considered as part of their clinical treatment protocol.
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